
The MonoPulse Model SA – Setting up and Listening 

 

Power supply. (Master unit only) 

The rear C13 socket connects via the rocker switch to the amplifier power supply, also to the 5v 

micro USB plug-in supplies of the streaming preamp and the IR control. 

 

Amplifier 

The switch on the amplifier face can be left in the on position, showing its power-on red light. 

The volume is usually left at max. Note that there can be up to three other ways of controlling  

volume - the audio source side control or media volume setting, and the IR remote control. 

 

Pre-amplifier. 

This has wi-fi and Bluetooth inputs, selected by IR remote control with detection from front and rear.  

There is also a 3.5mm stereo jack, for example for Alexa, with IR control, .  

Direct to amp input is via the phono sockets at the top of the master terminal panel.   These are for 

external pre-amps, inc. vinyl, CD, DAC or Streamer.  There is no IR remote, volume on amp only. 

For direct to speaker drive-unit input see p1. 

 

Streaming. 

General guidance is given in Streaming Advice, but there are many sources and interfaces which 

have different presentations. This guidance is based on a TIDAL source. 

More general guidance is given in the S10 instruction manual.  But detail, particularly for wi-fi, will 

depend on the streaming source used, the local router arrangement, and the phone of computer used. 

 

Hints on optimum listening. 

 

MonoPulse impulse precision gives unrivalled audio impact and sound-stage accuracy. 

 

But be aware of a little-known, but powerful, audio-visual phenomenon. This was explained in a 

BBC Horizon programme. (Google - McGurk Horizon)  It also featured in Trust me I’m a Doctor. 

The effect can be summed up as eyes dominate. 

 

To demonstrate the effect, an audio-visual clip shows lips forming mouth - but with an audio 

track saying south. This will always be heard as mouth – even if you know what is being done. 

 

MonoPulse precision – will, for a listener in a central position with their eyes closed will, more than 

any other speakers - form an accurate sound-stage –with a singer positioned within inches.  

But not letting the eyes interfere is still important. Do not start to listen in the wrong position – or 

with your eyes open - giving visual dominance.  

 

The MonoPulse unrivalled audio image is there - shut your eyes and let it find you 


